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I. INTR~DLXXION 
The purpose of this paper is to study a class of finite soluble groups 
satisfying an Engel condition. Let s r ,..., s,, be elements of a group G. We 
define the commutator 
and, for n .a 3, 
[x1 ) x,] = x;l.r;l.x+x!~ 
[x1 ) Y? ,...) Xn] := [[Xl ) x2 ,...) x,-J, Xn]. 
The notation [y, n x] will be used to denote the commutator 
[Y, -r,--., .x’l, 
where the number of A’S is ~2. 
If [y, I) .x] = 1 for some integer N, then we say that y is a right Engel 
element with respect to s. For .x t G we define Et(x) to be the set of elements 
of G which are right Engel elements with respect to x. For an arbitrary 
finite group G the set I&(v) is not necessarily a subgroup. I3ut there are 
finite groups G in which Eo(x) is a subgroup for every element x of G. 
We shall call such groups E-groups. It follows immediately from this defi- 
nition that nilpotcnt groups are E-groups. However, nilpotent groups will 
not interest us as E-groups. \Ve shall mainly be concerned with non-nilpotent 
E-groups. Supersoluble groups are E-groups which are not necessarily 
nilpotent. This will be deduced as a corollary to a more general result 
(Theorem 1). 
The chief aim of this paper is to study the structure of soluble E-groups. 
Since a soluble group is p-soluble for every prime p, we shall first study the 
structure of p-soluble ED-groups. We call a group G an ED-group if for every 
p-element .x of G the set EG(x) is a subgroup. Thus a soluble E-group is a 
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p-soluble ED-group for every prime p. Sow the question arises as to whether 
a soluble group G is an E-group if it is an ED-group for every prime p. The 
structure theorems on soluble E-groups will help us to give a partial answer 
to this question. 
Except for the notation and definitions introduced above, we shall adopt 
the terminology and notation used in [2]. All groups considered are assumed 
to be finite. 
2. THEOREMS ON E-GROUPS 
LEMMA 1. Let x, y, z be elements of a metabelian group G. Let x be an 
element of the devived group G’. Then 
Pmof. Since G’ is an abelian normal subgroup of G, the element g - 1, 
g E G, of the integral group algebra acts on G’ as an endomorphism. As G/G’ 
is abelian, all endomorphisms of G’ of the form g --- 1 commute. Hence 
we have 
LEMMA 2. Let x be an element of a metabelian group G. Then, for a fixed 
integer k, the set of elementsg qf G such that [g, k x] = 1 is a subgroup. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that if [y, ,C X] = 1 and [.a, k x] = 1, then 
[yz, L x] = 1. 
We have 
[yz, x] = [y, s]“[z, x] 
-: [y, x][y, x, z][z, x] 
and, as G’ is abelian, 
[Y% 11 x] 1 [y, n x][y. .\‘, z, n-1 N][Z, n x] 
for every integer n. 
Since [y, X] E G’, we have by Lemma 1 
[y, x, z, n-l x] = [y, x, <x, 2, ,rm2 x] == ... =- [y, )( x, z]. 
Hence 
[Y% ?z xl = [Y, n ~I[Y, n X? 4% n xl. 
Putting n = k, we get [yz, k x] = 1. 
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THEOREM 1. Let G be a group z&h a nilpotent derived group G’. Then G 
is an E-group. 
Proof. We have to show that Eo(x) is a subgroup for every element x t G. 
We may assume that (E,(x)) = G. S’ mce G’ is a normal subgroup of G, the 
Frattini subgroup Q(G) 2 @(G’) [3]. Also @(G’) 3 G”, since G’ is nilpotent. 
Thus G/@(G) is metabelian. Therefore G/@(G) is an E-group by Lemma 2. 
Hence EGIO&x@(G)) is a subgroup of G/@(G). It is now clear that 
Therefore E,,,&x@(G)) = G/@(G). rU ‘ow it is well-known that x@(G) is then 
an element of the Fitting subgroup F(G/@(G)) [I]. But by a result of 
Gaschiitz [3], 
F(G,‘@(G)) == F(G)/@(G). 
Hence x E F(G). But then E,(x) = G, which is a group, as required. 
COROLLARY 1. Supersoluble groups aye E-groups. 
This follows from the well-known fact that supersoluble groups have 
nilpotent derived groups. 
COROLLARY 2. Let H be a normal subgroup qf the group G = <H, x) and 
let S be a generating set of H. If every element in S is a right Engel element with 
respect to x and H is nilpotent, then G is nilpotent. 
Proof. It is clear that G has a nilpotent derived group and is therefore 
an E-group by Theorem 1. Hence E&X) = G. Thus .Y E F(G). Since 
H < F(G), G is nilpotent. 
This is a particular case of a more general result of Gruenberg ([4], 
Proposition 1). 
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a soluble group and let x, y  be elements of G of 
coprime orders. If, for some integer k, [x, k y] = 1 and [y, ,; x] = I, then 
[x,y] = 1. 
Proof. We induct on / G /. We may assume that (x, y> = G. Since 
[ G/F(G)1 < / G 1, xF(G) and yF(G) commute. Hence G/F(G) is abelian. 
Thus G is an E-group by Theorem 1. Hence x, y  E F(G), i.e., G is nilpotent. 
Therefore [x, y] = 1. 
Remark. It is unknown whether Corollary 3 is true if we drop the con- 
dition that G is soluble. 
Before proceeding to investigate the structure of soluble E-groups we prove 
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a result which shows that the condition of being an E-group has quite a strong 
influence on the structure of the group. LVe state this result as 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a maximal subgroup of agroup G. If G is an E-group 
and M is nilpotent, then G is soluble. 
Proof. We may assume that M is not normal in G. Let D be a maximal 
intersection of two conjugates of ill, say D LIZ n 52~ for some g E G. 
Since .II is nilpotent and G is an E-group, wc have, for every XE D, 
Ed ,= ’ AI, M!’ = G. Hence I) F(G). \Ve may suppose that F(G) c< M. 
For otherwise it follows from the maximalit! of ;I/ that G = MF(G) and is 
therefore soluble. Now F(G) . . &I’ implies F(G) ‘, .Mq. Hence F(G) = D. 
Since /I is a maximal intersection, any tcvo conjugates 12f/ZI in G/D intersect 
in the identity. Since M/II is its own normalizer in G;‘D, it folio\?-s from a 
classical result of Frobenius that MI) has a normal complement in G/D, 
say Kl). SOW k-/D is nilpotent by a result of Thompson [7]. Hence G/Z> 
MK:lI is soluble. Since D is soluble, G is soluble. 
The condition that M is nilpotent in Theorem 2 cannot bc replaced by a 
weaker condition such as supersolubility. It can easily be shown that the 
alternating group -4, on five letters is an E-group. -1, is simple but it has a 
maximal subgroup of order IO which is supersoluble. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We prove in this section some preliminary results on p-soluble E,-groups. 
The notation used henceforth will bc that of [I]. 
LF.XIJIA 3. Let x be a r-element ?f a group G. Let y  be an element of a normal 
rr’-subgroup of G. Then [y, x] == 1 ty, and only zf, [v, k x] = 1 for some integer k. 
Proof. Suppose [y, ,; X] mm~ 1, k -S 2. Put 2 = [y, k-z X] (where [y, a ,x] 
is interpreted as y). Then we have [z, .x, X] = 1. Nom [z, X] x-l = z-~x-‘z 
Since [z , X] commutes with x-r, u-e have, for all integer r2, 
Let n be the order of X. Then we have 
Since [a, .x] is a x’-element and n is a n-number, we have 
[z, x] = 1, 
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I.C., 
[Y, k-14 = 1. 
Now an induction on k gives us [y, x] = 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a p-soluble E,-group. Let P be a Sylou! p-subgroup of G. 
Let K := O,,(G). Then for .z: E P the subgroup C,(x) admits NG(P). 
Proof. By hypothesis, Ed is a subgroup. Clearly N,(P) < Ed. 
Since Ed n K is a normal subgroup of Eo(x), Ed n K admits N,(P). 
It now follows from Lemma 3 that every element in E&X) n K commutes 
with X. Hence E,(x) n K = C,(X) admits N,(P). 
The next result can be viewed as the converse of Lemma 4. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a p-soluble group of p-length 1. Let P be a Sylow 
p-subgroup qf G. Then G is an ED-group iff OY every element x E P the subgroup 
C,(x) admits N,(P), where K = O,,(G). 
Proof. I f  we can prove that for X E P 
J%(x) = C,(x) NC(P), 
then Ed is a subgroup by the condition of the theorem. Let y  E G. Suppose 
[y, Ic X] = 1. Since G has p-length 1, KP is normal in G. By the standard 
Frattini argument, we have G = KN,(P). Hence we can write y  = UV, 
where u E K and cu E N,(P). We have 
and, in general, 
[y, x] = [uv, x] = [u, x]“[v, x], 
[y, x,x] = [[u, xl”, x][“*“l[v, x, x], 
Putting i = k, we get 
{[[... [[u, x]2), x]rvszl ...]rv’k-2x1, x][“~k-l”‘>[q ,~ ~1 = 1. 
The factor in the brackets { } is a p’-element and [u, ,i X] is a p-element. 
Therefore 
Hence 
[[... [[u ,s]“, x][“*ol ...][“.k@l ,x] = 1. 
[... [[& x]u, ,][V.~l . ..][~.k&l E c,(x)* 
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Since [v’, &-a x] E No(P) and C,(x) admits No(P), it follows that 
[[... [Iu, q, X][wI ..][v.k.-xrl x] E c&g* 
Writing ZL: =X [... [[u, xl?‘, x]LeJJ ~..][“,~-Jzl, we get 
By Lemma 3, we have 
[w,x,x] = 1. 
[w, 4 = 1, 
be., 
Repeating the above argument a number of times, we shall eventually arrive 
at u E C,(x). Hence y  E C,(x) N,(P). This completes the proof. 
The next lemma is well-known. 
LEMMA 5. Let G be a group and let P be a p-group of automorphisms of G. 
Then for every normal $-subgroup N of G which admits P 
C&P) = C,(P) A/N. 
Proof. Let xNEC~,~(P). We have to show that there is an element 
y  E C,(P) such that xN = yN. Since N admits P, we can regard P as a 
permutation group on the elements in the coset xN. Thus P breaks xN up 
into subsets on each of which P acts as a transitive permutation group. 
Since the degree of a transitive permutation group divides the order of the 
group, these subsets have order either 1 or some power of p. Since xN and P 
have coprime orders, at least one of the subsets consists of a single element. 
Hence XV contains an element y  E Co(P) such that xN = yN. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a p-soluble ED-group. If G has p-length 1, then factor 
groups of G are also I&,-groups. 
Proof. First we remark that if N is a normal p-subgroup of a group G, 
then G is an ED-group if and only if G/N is an ED-group. 
Let M be a normal subgroup of G. \Ve have to show that G/M is an 
E,-group. A simple double induction on ’ G ~ and 1 M j will reduce the 
problem to the case when iIf is a minimal normal subgroup of G. By the 
remark at the beginning of the proof, we may assume that M is a p’-group. 
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Let K = O,(G). Since G is an E,- 
group, it follows from Lemma 4 that, for x E P, C,(x) admits N,(P). Since 
M :c, K, we have by Lemma 5 
GUM(X) = C,(x) M/M. 
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NOW N,,,(PM/M) = N,(P) M/M. Hence CK&x) admits NG.,.,.#‘M/~lQ 
Since G/ill has p-length 1, it follows from Theorem 3 that G/M is an E,- 
group. 
4. THE MAIN STRUCTURE THEOREIV 
In order to state our theorem in a convenient form, we need the following 
definition: 
DEFINITION. A p-group P is a Z-group if and only if P is cyclic for p odd 
and is cyclic or generalised quaternion for p = 2. 
A p-group P is residually-Z if and only if P is a subgroup of a direct product 
of Z-groups. 
We also need a result on the stability group of a series of subgroups of a 
group. For a proof of the following lemma, see ([2], Lemma 8.1). 
LEM~~A 6. Let G be a r-group and G = G, > G, > ... 5X G, = I be 
a series of subgroups of G. Then the stability group of the series is a r-group. 
T\:e now state and prove our main structure theorem on p-soluble 
ED-groups. 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a p-soluble E,-group. Then the Sylow p-subgroups 
of G/O,(G) are residually Z and the chief p-factors of G/O,>(G) are of order p 
or < 4. 
Proof. Since G/O,(G) is a p-soluble E,-group, we mav assume without 
loss of generality that O,(G) = 1. 
Let K = O,(G). Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. We have to show that 
P is residually-Z. 
Let q be a prime dividing 1 K I. Let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of K. Since K 
is normal in KP, we have [K : N&Q)] 1 [KP : N&Q)]. Since ~ K j is prime 
to p, N&Q) contains some conjugate of P in KP. This means that P nor- 
malizes some conjugate of Q in K. We may assume that P normalizes Q. 
Thus QP is a subgroup. Let x E P. By Lemma 4, C,(X) admits P. Let 
D -= Q(Q). Then by Lemma 5, CaID(x) = C,(X) D/D. Put I’ = Q/D. 
Thus C,(x) admits P. Since I’is an elementary abelian q-group, we can regard 
k’ as a P-module. Since q f  p, it follows from Rlaschke’s Theorem that 
I; is a direct sum of irreducible P-modules I’, , i = I,..., n. Since C,(x) 
admits P, C,(x) = Vi n C,(x) also admits P. Since Vi is an irreducible 
P-module, wd have either C,(x) = Vi or C,i(x) = 0. This means that x 
as an automorphism of Vi is either the identity automorphism or has no 
nontrivial fixed points. This is true for every element x E P. Hence, in any 
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case, the group P/Cp( Vi) as an automorphism group of I; has no nontrivial 
fixed points. Now it is well-known that P,‘C,(l’j) is then a %-group. Let C 
be the intersection of the groups C,( lTi), i -= I,..., 71. Then P/C is residually-%. 
Now C centralizes each rj and hence centralizes 1: Since I’ =: Q/D, it 
follows from a result of P. Hall ([5], Th eorem 12.2.2) that C centralises 0. 
Hence C is normal in QP. Thus C . . O,(Ql’). Since O,(Q)P) ‘., &(I‘,) for 
each i, WC have O,(QP) ‘- C. Hence C : O,(QP) and therefore P/O,((.)P) 
is residually-%. 
Kow for every prime y1 , i = I,..., nz, dividing 1 K , there is a Sylow 
q,-subgroup (ji normalized by P. Put Hi ~~ &P. Then, from what has just 
been shown above, P,‘O,l(Hj) ‘: 15 residually-z for each 1 = l,..., m. 1,et 1’ he 
the intersection of all the groups O,(H,), i l,..., m. Then since residually 
residually-% is the same as residually-%, it follows that P,‘T’ is residually-%. 
Now 7’ centralizes each 0, and hence centralizes K. Thus 1’ 1 by Lemma 
1.2.3 of Hall and Higman [6]. Hence P is residually-z. This completes the 
proof of the first part of the theorem. 
We note that if p is odd then P is actually abelian. 
\Ve now prove the statement about the chief p-factors. Denote by .Y the 
property that the chief p-factors of a group have order p or 5 4. 
By a result of Zassenhaus, we can write O,,,,(G) = KP, where 
K :~ O,(G) and I’ is a P-group. Since KP is normal in G, it follows from the 
standard Frattini argument that K-V = G, where N = Nc(P). Let ,O be a 
Sylow q-subgroup of K normalized by P. Then again the Frattini argument 
shows that KL = G, where I, -= NG(Q). Since I, ‘3 P, we have Kl’ n L T 
(K nL)P. Since (K nL)P is normal in L, we have (K nL)N,(P) = 1, 
and hence (h7 n L)(N n L) == L. Thus G = KL == K(N n L). Let 
H ~ Q(:V n I,). H is a subgroup since N n L normalizes Q, 
Let qr . . . . . q,; be all the distinct prime divisors of ~ K 1, and, for each i, 
let 0, be a Sylow q,-subgroup normalized by P and let Li = N&&). Put 
Hi = L,((n’ n L,). Then Hi is a subgroup for each i = l,..., 12 as was shown 
above. 
Now we prove that G/O,(G) has .Y by induction on 1 G /. Suppose 
~ Hi / -< / G / for i z I,..., 12. Then it follows by induction that H,/O,(Cr,) 
has 8. Kow from G = K(X n LJ we get G = KH, for each i. But for each i 
we have 
G KWH,)Hi 
KO,(H,) = KO,(H,) 
H, 
E KO,(H,) n Hi 
z (Ko,(H,) n H)/O,(H,) . 
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Since factor groups of a group having B also have 9, G;KO,(H,) has 9 for 
each i. It is easy to see that residually 9 = 9. Let J be the intersection of all 
the groups KO,(N,). Then G/J has 9. Now, for each i, we have 
and 
O,(H,) S O,(iV n Li) 
P : O,(hT n L,). 
I f  P < O,,(iV n L;), then KP < KO,(N nLJ. Since KO,(A: n Li) is 
normal in G ~~- K(N n LJ, this would contradict the definition of KP as 
O,,,,,(G). Hence P = O,(N n Li). Therefore, for each i, we have 
O,(H,) :i; I-‘. 
From this inclusion we get easily 
Sow fit O,(Z/,) centralizes each 0, and hence centralizes K. Since O,(G) := 1, 
ni O,(H,) = I by Lemma 1.2.3 of Hall and Higman [6]. Hence J = K and 
G,‘K has 9. Since K = O,(G), G itself must have 9. 
Xow we must consider the case when Hi = G for some i. \Ye drop the i’s 
to simplify our notation. 11Tl’e have to prove that G = H = Q(N n L) has 9. 
\\‘e note that now O,(H) := I. Let 1 = Q(, . . Qil < ... <: 0, = 9 be part 
of a chief series for H. For each i, l’j =: Ql,‘Q)iPi is an abelian group and so 
can be regarded as an (V n L)-module. Let 0 = C,, < Ui :, ... .< U,$ = 1, 
he a series of (N n L)-submodules such that Cr,/L7Y,_, is an irreducible 
(iVnL)-module for j = I,... , ti . Let II’ be such an irreducible (N n L)- 
module. Let s t P. Since EH(.y) is a subgroup, it follows from Lemma 3 that 
C,(X) : EH(,v) n (2. Since Q is normal in H, C,(X) admits EH(x) and hence 
admits .Vn L. Applications of Lemma 5 show that C&x) admits Kn L. 
Since W is an irreducible (LV n L)-module, we have either C,(x) = W or 
C&(x) = 0. In any case, P/C,(W) as an automorphism group of W has no 
nontrivial fixed points in W and is therefore a Z-group. Kow C,(W) is a 
normal subgroup of N n L. It follows from the property of Z-groups that 
the chief p-factors of N n L lying between C,(W) and P have order p or :< 4. 
Now N r\ L is a proper subgroup of H (for Op(H) = 1, but O,(N n L) # 1). 
It follows from our induction hypothesis that (N n L)/O,(N n L) has 9. 
Since O,(N n L) = P, (N n L)/&(W) has 9. Let C be the intersection of 
all the groups C,(W) which arise when W ranges over all the irreducible 
(AV n L)-modules obtained when i runs from 1 to s and j runs from 1 to ti 
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for each i. Then (IV n L)/C has 9. Now C stabilizes a series of subgroups of 
Q. Since Q and C have coprime orders, C centralizes Q by Lemma 6. Hence C 
is normal in A -= Q(N n L). Since O,(H) = 1, C = 1. Hence N n L and 
therefore H has Y. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a soluble group. Suppose G is an &-group for every 
prime p. Then the p-length of G is at most 2 if p is odd and at most 3 if p = 2. 
Proof. I f  p is odd, then by the theorem the Sylow p-subgroups of 
G/O,,,,(G) are abelian. Thus G/O,,,,(G) has p-length at most 1. Hence G 
has p-length at most 2. 
If  p = 2, then the chief 2-factors above O,,,,,,(G) are of order 2 or 4. 
Thus G/O,,,,,,(G) is a (2, 3}-group with abelian Sylow 3-subgroups. The 
2-length of G/O,,,,,,(G) . h f  is t ere ore at most 2. Hence the 2-length of G is 
at most 3. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a soluble group. Suppose G is an Q-group for every 
prime p. Let E(G) denote the nilpotent length of G. Then 
(1) Z(G) .< 3, if 2 does not divide 1 G 1; 
(2) l(G) < 4, if 3 does not divide / G / ; 
(3) Z(G) < 6 in any case. 
Proof. I f  2 does not divide 1 G 1, the chief factors of G/F(G) are all of 
order a prime. Therefore G/F(G) is supersoluble. Thus l(G/F(G)) < 2. 
Hence l(G) < 3. 
If  3 does not divide j G /, then 
O,,,,(G/F(G)) = G/F(G)- 
Since O,(GjF(G)) is supersoluble, we have I(G) < 4. 
In general, we have 
0, 2 ,,,,,,(W(GN --= G/F(G). 
Hence Z(G) ,< 6. 
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a soluble group. Suppose G is an &,-group for every 
prime p and its 2-length is at most 1. Then G is an E-group. 
Proof. Let p be an odd prime. It follows from the theorem that the 
p-length of G/O,(G) is at most 1. By Theorem 4, all factor groups of G are 
ED-groups. 
We now prove the corollary by induction on / G I. Assume by way of 
contradiction that G is not an E-group. 
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Since G is not an E-group, there exist elements X, y, u” of G such that y, z 
are right Engel elements with respect to X, but yz is not. We may assume 
that (x, y, z\ = G. Let K f  1 be a normal subgroup of G. Then G/K 
satisfies the condition of the corollary and is therefore an E-group by in- 
duction. Hence [yz, n X] E K for some integer n. From this we can deduce 
that G can have only one minimal normal subgroup M. Since \s, y, z> = G, 
we have E,!K(rjK) = G/K. Thus .rK E F(G/K). I f  @(G) 7 1, then putting 
K = Q(G) and using the same argument as in Theorem 1 we can show that 
Ed = G. Hence we have Q(G) = 1. But then F(G) is the product of all 
minimal normal subgroups of G ([3], Satz 13). Hence F(G) = M. Let 
L/M = F(G/M). Clearly 1 M j and 1 L/M / are coprime. Hence there is a 
subgroup H of L such that L = MH, M n H = 1. Then G = MN,(H) 
by the standard Frattini argument. Since N,(H) is a proper subgroup of G, 
M $ NG(H). Hence N,(H) is a maximal subgroup of G. Suppose an 
element h of H fixes some element u f  1 of M. Then for some integer Y, 
h’ is a p-element for some prime p and h’ also fixes u. Since G is an ED-group, 
we have 
&P-) 3 <a, N,(H)> = G. 
Thus hr E F(G) = M, which is not possible. This contradiction shows that H 
acts on M without nontrivial fixed points. Hence L is a Frobenius group. 
Since G/M is an E-group and (x, y, z) = G, we have Eo,&x/M) = G/M. 
Thus x < L. Since x $ M, x lies in one and only one conjugate of H in L. 
Suppose x E HI, a conjugate of H in L. We show that y  EN&H~). 
Suppose y  $ N&H,). Then (x-l)” 6 N,(H,). For if (x-l)” E N,(H,), then 
x E NG(H&-l = NM-‘) = N&U h w ere H, is some conjugate of H in L 
and H, # Hl . Since L = MH, = MH, , x E N,(H,) n MH, = H, . This 
is impossible since Hl n H, = 1. Hence we see that y  $ N,(H,) implies 
(x-‘)” 4 NG(Hl). But then [y, x] = (x-r)“x $ N&H,). Repeating this argument 
we can show that [y, i x] # N,(H,). Th’ is contradicts the fact that y  is a right 
Engel element with respect to X. Hence we must have y  E N,(H,). Similarly, 
we can show that z E No(F1J. But thenyz is a right Engel element with respect 
to X. This contradiction establishes the corollary. 
An immediate consequence of Corollary 3 is 
COROLLARY 4. Let G he a soluble E-group. If G has 2-length at most I, 
then factor groups of G are E-groups. 
I would like to thank Professor J. G. Thompson for suggesting Theorem 5 and 
part of its proof. I would also like to express my thanks to Dr. K. W. Gruenberg 
for his many suggestions and for his advice and encouragement. 
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